
SUREYING

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the process of Aero-triangulation

 Discuss the term surveying in civil engineering Describe various types of surveying which are

used in civil engineering

Definition/Overview:

Aero-triangulation: A procedure that incorporates a GPS antenna mounted and locked over the

camera on the fuselage of the airplane. The aerial photos are linked to accurate location data

using the airborne and a ground-based GPS receiver.

Key Points:

1. Surveying

Surveying is the technique and science of accurately determining the terrestrial or three-

dimensional space position of points and the distances and angles between them. These

points are usually, but not exclusively, associated with positions on the surface of the Earth,

and are often used to establish land maps and boundaries for ownership or governmental

purposes. In order to accomplish their objective, surveyors use elements of geometry,

engineering, trigonometry, mathematics, physics, and law. An alternative definition, per the

American Congress on Surveying and Mapping (ACSM), is the science and art of making all

essential measurements to determine the relative position of points and/or physical and

cultural details above, on, or beneath the surface of the Earth, and to depict them in a usable

form, or to establish the position of points and/or details.
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Furthermore, as alluded to above, a particular type of surveying known as "land surveying"

(also per ACSM) is the detailed study or inspection, as by gathering information through

observations, measurements in the field, questionnaires, or research of legal instruments, and

data analysis in the support of planning, designing, and establishing of property boundaries.

It involves the re-establishment of cadastral surveys and land boundaries based on documents

of record and historical evidence, as well as certifying surveys (as required by statute or local

ordinance) of subdivision plats/maps, registered land surveys, judicial surveys, and space

delineation. Land surveying can include associated services such as mapping and related data

accumulation, construction layout surveys, precision measurements of length, angle,

elevation, area, and volume, as well as horizontal and vertical control surveys, and the

analysis and utilization of land survey data. Surveying has been an essential element in the

development of the human environment since the beginning of recorded history (ca. 5000

years ago) and it is a requirement in the planning and execution of nearly every form of

construction. Its most familiar modern uses are in the fields of transport, building and

construction, communications, mapping, and the definition of legal boundaries for land

ownership.

2. Types of Survey

 ALTA/ACSM Survey: a surveying standard jointly proposed by the American Land Title

Association and the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping that incorporates elements

of the boundary survey, mortgage survey, and topographic survey. ALTA/ACSM surveys,

frequently shortened to ALTA surveys, are often required for real estate transactions.

 Archaeological survey: used to accurately assess the relationship of archaeological sites in a

landscape or to accurately record finds on an archaeological site.

 As-Built Survey: a survey conducted several times during a construction project to verify, for

local and state boards (USA), that the work authorized was completed to the specifications set on

the Plot Plan or Site Plan. This usually entails a complete survey of the site to confirm that the

structures, utilities, and roadways proposed were built in the proper locations authorized in the

Plot Plan or Site Plan. As-builts are usually done 2-3 times during the building of a house; once
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after the foundation has been poured; once after the walls are put up; and at the completion of

construction.

 Bathymetric Survey: a survey carried out to map the seabed profile.

 Boundary Survey: a survey to establish the boundaries of a parcel using its legal description

which typically involves the setting or restoration of monuments or markers at the corners or

along the lines of the parcel, often in the form of iron rods, pipes, or concrete monuments in the

ground, or nails set in concrete or asphalt. In the past, wooden posts, blazes in trees, piled stone

corners or other types of monuments have also been used. A map or plat is then drafted from the

field data to provide a representation of the parcel surveyed.

 Construction surveying (otherwise "lay-out" or "setting-out"): the process of establishing

and marking the position and detailed layout of new structures such as roads or buildings for

subsequent construction. Surveying is regarded as a sub-discipline of civil engineering all over

the world. All Degree and Diploma level Engineering institutions ,world wide, have detailed

items of Surveying in the curriculum for undergraduate courses in the discipline of Civil

Engineering.

 Deformation Survey: a survey to determine if a structure or object is changing shape or moving.

The three-dimensional positions of specific points on an object are determined, a period of time

is allowed to pass, these positions are then re-measured and calculated, and a comparison

between the two sets of positions is made.

 Engineering Surveys: those surveys associated with the engineering design (topographic, layout

and as-built) often requiring geodetic computations beyond normal civil engineering practise.

 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan: a plan that is drawn in conjunction with a Subdivision

Plan that denotes how upcoming construction activities will effect the movement of stormwater

and sediment across the construction site and onto abutting properties and how developers will

adjust grading activities to limit the depositing of more stormwater and sediment onto abutting

properties than was done prior to construction.

 Foundation Survey: a survey done to collect the positional data on a foundation that has been

poured and is cured. This is done to ensure that the foundation was constructed in the location

authorized in the Plot Plan, Site Plan, or Subdivision Plan. When the location of the finished

foundation is checked and approved the building of the remainder of the structure can
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commence. This should not be confused with an As-Built Survey which is not to be done until all

work on the site is completed.

 Geological Survey: generic term for a survey conducted for the purpose of recording the

geologically significant features of the area under investigation. In the past, in remote areas,

there was often no base topographic map available, so the geologist also needed to be a

competent surveyor to produce a map of the terrain, on which the geological informati on

could then be draped. More recently, satellite imagery or aerial photography is used as a base,

where no published map exists. Such a survey may also be highly specialist - for instance

focussing primarily on hydrogeological, geochemical or geomagnetic themes. (Do not confuse

this term with Geological Survey, typically a government (national, regional or local) body,

charged with maintaining and improving the record of the geology of the area in which it

operates).

 Hydrographic Survey: a survey conducted with the purpose of mapping the coastline and

seabed for navigation, engineering, or resource management purposes. Products of such surveys

are nautical charts. See hydrography.

 Mortgage Survey or Physical Survey: a simple survey that generally determines land

boundaries and building locations. Mortgage surveys are required by title companies and lending

institutions when they provide financing to show that there are no structures encroaching on the

property and that the position of structures is generally within zoning and building code

requirements. Some jurisdictions allow mortgage surveys to be done to a lesser standard,

however most modern U.S. state minimum standards require the same standard of care for

mortgage surveys as any other survey. The resulting higher price for mortgage surveys has led

some lending institutions to accept "Mortgage Inspections" not signed or sealed by a surveyor.

 Plot Plan or Site Plan: a proposal plan for a construction site that include all existing and

proposed conditions on a given site. The existing and proposed conditions always include

structures, utilities, roadways, topography, and wetlands delineation and location if necessary.

The plan might also, but not always, include hydrology, drainage flows, endangered species

habitat, FEMA Federal Flood Insurance Reference Maps and traffic patterns.

 Soil survey, or soil mapping, is the process of determining the soil types or other properties of

the soil cover over a landscape, and mapping them for others to understand and use.
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 Subdivision Plan: a plot or map based on a survey of a parcel of land. Boundary lines are drawn

inside the larger parcel to indicated the creation of new boundary lines and roads . The number

and location of plats, or the newly created parcels, are usually discussed back and forth between

the developer and the surveyor until they are agreed upon. At this point monuments, usually in

the form of square concrete blocks or iron rods or pins, are driven into the ground to mark the lot

corners and curve ends, and the plat is recorded in the cadastre (USA, elsewhere) or land registry

(UK). In some jurisdictions, the recording or filing of a subdivision plat is highly regulated. The

final map or plat becomes, in effect, a contract between the developer and the city or county,

determining what can be built on the property and under what conditions. Always upon finally

completion of a subdivision an As-Built Plan is required by the local government. This is done

so that the roadway constructed therein will pass ownership from the developer to said local

government by way of a contract called a Covenant. When this stage is completed the roadways

will now be maintained, repaved, swept, and plowed (if necessary for your geographic region) by

the local government

 Tape Survey: this type of survey is the most basic and inexpensive type of land survey. Popular

in the middle part of the 20th century, tape surveys while being accurate for distance lack

substantially in their accuracy of measuring angle and bearing. Considering that a survey is the

documentation of one-half (1/2) distances and one-half (1/2) bearings this type of survey is no

longer accepted amongst local, state, or federal regulatory committees for any substantial

construction work. However for determining the extent of your property boundaries and for your

peace-of-mind this type of survey is the least expensive, least time consuming and least invasive,

while being nowhere close to accurate for the standards that are practised by professional land

surveyors.

 Topographic Survey: a survey that measures the elevation of points on a particular piece of

land, and presents them as contour lines on a plot.

 Wetlands Delineation & Location Survey: a survey that is completed when construction work

is to be done on or near a site containing defined wetlands.

3. Station Point

Station point is a point that connects two lines in a traverse. During a survey, the surveying

instrument is located directly above the station point. As late as the 1990s the basic tools
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used in planar surveying were a tape measure for determining shorter distances, a level for

determine height or elevation differences, and a theodolite, set on a tripod, with which one

can measure angles (horizontal and vertical), combined with triangulation. Starting from a

position with known location and elevation, the distance and angles to the unknown point are

measured. A more modern instrument is a total station, which is a theodolite with an

electronic distance measurement device (EDM) and can also be used for leveling when set to

the horizontal plane. Since their introduction, total stations have made the technological shift

from being optical-mechanical devices to being fully electronic with an onboard computer

and software. Modern top-of-the-line total stations no longer require a reflector or prism

(used to return the light pulses used for distancing) to return distance measurements, are fully

robotic, and can even e-mail point data to the office computer and connect to satellite

positioning systems, such as a Global Positioning System (GPS). Though real-time kinematic

GPS systems have increased the speed of surveying, they are still only horizontally accurate

to about 20 mm and vertically accurate to about 30-40 mm. However, GPS systems do not

work well in areas with dense tree cover or constructions. Total stations are still used widely,

along with other types of surveying instruments. One-person robotic-guided total stations

allow surveyors to gather precise measurements without extra workers to look through and

turn the telescope or record data. A faster way to measure large areas (not details, and no

obstacles) is with a helicopter, equipped with a laser scanner, combined with a GPS to

determine the position and elevation of the helicopter. To increase precision, beacons are

placed on the ground (about 20 km apart). This method reaches precisions between 5-40 cm

(depending on flight height).

4. Geomatics

Geomatics is a term describing the computerization and digitization of data collection, data

processing, data analysis and data output.
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5. Engineering Surveying

Engineering surveying includes those activities involved in the planning and execution of

surveys for the location, design, construction, maintenance and operation of civil and other

engineered projects.

6. Activities are included in engineering surveying

 Preparation of surveying and related mapping specifications.

 Execution of remote sensing and field surveys for the collection of required data including

topographic and hydrographic data.

 Calculation, reduction, and plotting (manual and computer-aided) of survey data for use in

engineering design.

 Design and provision of horizontal and vertical control networks

 Provision of line and grade for construction.

 Measurement of materials and other quantities for inventory, cost accounting, and payment

purposes.

 Execution of as-built surveys and plans

7. Plane and Geodetic Surveys

Plane surveying is that type of surveying in which the surface of the earth is considered to

be a plane for all X and Y dimensions.

Geodetic surveying is that type of survey in which the earth is considered to be ellipsoidal in

shape for all X and Y dimensions.

8. Two most common applications of surveying

The location of ground features (natural and built) are measured to prepare a plan or map of

the area. Design features, shown on an engineering plan, are located in the field by distance

and angle measurements or through positioning techniques
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9. Classes of

Surveys

 Preliminary survey

o Rectangular tie-ins

o Polar tie-ins

o Intersection tie-ins

o Positioning tie-ins

 Layout survey

o Rectangular layout

o Polar layout

o Positioning layout

o Machine guidance and control

 Control survey

10. Surveying Fields

 Final (As-Built) Surveys

 Topographic Surveys

 Hydrographic surveys

 Route surveys

 Property Surveys

 Aerial Surveys

 Construction surveys

 Final (As-Built) Surveys

11. Survey Equipment Automatic Level
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12. Leveling Technique

13. Stationing

 Stations are dimensions measured along a baseline

 The beginning point is described as 0+00

 A point 100 ft (m) from the beginning is 1+00

 A point 565.98 ft (m) from the beginning is 5+65.98

 Some highways agencies who have converted to metric, use 1,000 m stations (instead of 100 m).

E.g., 0+000, 0+565.98, 1+000, etc.

 Points measured before 0+00 are 0-50, -1+00, etc.

14. Stationing Illustration

15. Errors

 Systematic errors are those errors whose magnitude and algebraic sign can be determined.

 Random errors are associated with the skill and vigilance of the surveyor. They can be

minimized but not completely eliminated.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term EDM with respect to measuring distance and elevation

 Discuss distance and elevation in civil engineering
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Definition/Overview:

EDM: EDM stands for Electronic distance meter. Total station is a surveying instrument that

combines EDM and angle measurement. In "reflector less" mode, laser EDMs are not accurate

beyond 4000 meters or approximately 2.5 miles

Key Points:

1. Distance

Distance is a numerical description of how far apart objects are. In physics or everyday

discussion, distance may refer to a physical length, a period of time, or estimation based on

other criteria (e.g. "two counties over"). In mathematics, distance must meet more rigorous

criteria. In most cases there is symmetry and "distance from A to B" is interchangeable with

"distance between B and A".

2. Elevation

Elevation is the vertical measurement of a point either below or above a reference.

Differential leveling is the process of finding the elevation of points. Two principal

instruments used in leveling are the level instrument and level rod BS-Back sight IFS-

Intermediate foresight FS-Foresight HI-Height of instrument BM-Bench mark TP-Turning

point. The basic rule for calculating elevations when running levels is to add the back sight

and subtract the foresight. The smallest increment marking on a level rod is Hundredths of a

foot. The small red numbers on a level rod represent the Whole feet. Level rod cans

accurately measures 0.001 ft when a rod target is used. The process for checking the values

determined in the leveling process is the difference between the totals of the back sights and

the totals of the foresights equals the difference in elevation between the benchmark and the

final elevation. Two types of levels can be used for precision leveling which are Digital and

optical-micrometer levels. Laser level is used for construction grading.
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1. Three Types of Distances

 Vertical

 Horizontal

 Slope

2. Techniques of Distance Measurement

 Pacing

 Odometer

 Stadia

 Electronic distance measurement (EDM)

 Subtense bar

 Fiberglass tapes

 Steel tapes

3. Horizontal Taping Using a Plumb Bob at One End

4. Standard Conditions for the Use of a Steel Tape

 100.00 ft tape

o Temperature = 68F

o Tape is fully supported

o Tension = 10 lbs

 30.000 m tape

o Temperature = 20C

o Tape is fully supported

o Tension = 50 Newtons (11.24 lbs)
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5. Geometry of an EDM Calculation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term leveling

 Discuss elevation, leveling standards and specifications

Definition/Overview:

Elevation: Elevation is the vertical measurement of a point either below or above a reference.

Differential leveling is the process of finding the elevation of points.

Key Points:

3. Elevation

Elevation is the vertical measurement of a point either below or above a reference.

Differential leveling is the process of finding the elevation of points. Two principal

instruments used in leveling are the level instrument and level rod BS-Back sight IFS-

Intermediate foresight FS-Foresight HI-Height of instrument BM-Bench mark TP-Turning

point. The basic rule for calculating elevations when running levels is to add the back sight

and subtract the foresight. The smallest increment marking on a level rod is Hundredths of a

foot. The small red numbers on a level rod represent the Whole feet. Level rod cans

accurately measures 0.001 ft when a rod target is used. The process for checking the values

determined in the leveling process is the difference between the totals of the back sights and

the totals of the foresights equals the difference in elevation between the benchmark and the
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final elevation. Two types of levels can be used for precision leveling which are Digital and

optical-micrometer levels. Laser level is used for construction grading.

4. Leveling Standards and Specifications

5. Leveling

Concepts

6. Leveling

Process

7. Effects of Curvature and Refraction

8. Types of Surveying Levels

 Automatic

 Digital

 Tilting

 Dumpy (see Appendix G)

 Rotary Laser (see Part II)
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9. Leveling Procedure One Setup

10. Leveling Procedure Multiple Setups

11. Peg Test

12. Trigonometric Leveling

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term angles and theodolites

 Discuss the types of vertical and horizontal angles

Definition/Overview:

Vertical Angles: Vertical Angles are the angles opposite each other when two lines cross. They

are called "Vertical" because they share the same Vertex (or corner point)
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Key Points:

1. Types of Vertical Angles

 Vertical angles measured from horizontal

 Zenith angles

 Nadir angles

2. Reference Directions for Vertical Angles

3.Meridians

A meridian (or line of longitude) is an imaginary arc on the Earth's surface from the North

Pole to the South Pole that connects all locations running along it with a given longitude.

2.1. Geographic meridian

The position of a point on the meridian is given by the latitude. Each meridian is

perpendicular to all circles of latitude at the intersection points. Each is also the same

size, being half of a great circle on the Earth's surface and therefore measuring

20,003.93 km. Since the meridian that passes through Greenwich, England,

establishes the meaning of zero degrees of longitude, or the Prime Meridian, any

other meridian is identified by the angle, referenced to the center of the earth as

vertex, between where it and the prime meridian cross the equator. As there are 360

degrees in a circle, the meridian on the opposite side of the earth from Greenwich

(which forms the other half of a circle with the two through Greenwich) is 180

longitude, and the others lie between 0 and 180 of West longitude in the Western

Hemisphere (west of Greenwich) and between 0 and 180 of East longitude in the

Eastern Hemisphere (east of Greenwich). You can see the lines of longitude on most

maps.
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The term "meridian" comes from the Latin meridies, meaning "midday"; the sun

crosses a given meridian midway between the times of sunrise and sunset on that

meridian. The same Latin stem gives rise to the terms A.M. (Ante Meridian) and P.M.

(Post Meridian) used to disambiguate hours of the day when using the 12-hour clock.

The magnetic meridian is an equivalent imaginary line connecting the magnetic south

and north poles and can be taken as the magnetic force lines along the surface of the

earth. That is, a compass needle will be parallel to the magnetic meridian. The angle

between the magnetic and the true meridian is the Magnetic declination, which is

relevant for navigating with a compass.

3. Horizontal Angles

In topography, the angle made by two ground lines is measured horizontally, and is called a

horizontal angle. You may replace these ground lines by two lines of sight AB and AC.

These lines of sight are directed from your eyes, which form the summit A of the angle BAC,

towards permanent landmarks such as a rock, a tree, a termite mound, a telephone pole or the

corner of a building.

4. Closed Traverse with Interior Angles

5. Open Traverse with Deflection Angles

6. Evolution of Theodolites

A theodolite (IPA: /θiːˈɒdəlаɪt/) is an instrument for measuring both horizontal and vertical

angles, as used in triangulation networks. It is a key tool in surveying and engineering work,

particularly on inaccessible ground, but theodolites have been adapted for other specialized

purposes in fields like meteorology and rocket launch technology. A modern theodolite
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consists of a movable telescope mounted within two perpendicular axesthe horizontal or

trunnion axis, and the vertical axis. When the telescope is pointed at a desired object, the

angle of each of these axes can be measured with great precision, typically on the scale of

arcseconds. "Transit" refers to a specialized type of theodolite that was developed in the early

19th century. It featured a telescope that could "flop over" ("transit the scope") to allow easy

back-sighting and doubling of angles for error reduction. Some transit instruments were

capable of reading angles directly to thirty arcseconds. In the middle of the 20th century,

"transit" came to refer to a simple form of theodolite with less precision, lacking features

such as scale magnification and mechanical meters. The importance of transits is waning

since compact, accurate electronic theodolites have become widespread tools, but the transit

still finds use as a lightweight tool on construction sites. Some transits do not measure

vertical angles. The builder's level is often mistaken for a transit but is actually a type of

inclinometer. It measures neither horizontal nor vertical angles. It simply combines a spirit

level and telescope to allow the user to visually establish a line of sight along a level plane.

7. Geometry of the Theodolite

8. Bucking-in (Interlining)

9. Prolonging a Line Past an Obstacle

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Total Stations

Traverse Surveys And Computations
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Introduction To Geomatics

Global Positioning System (Gps)

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 2.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term total stations

 Discuss the purpose and uses of total stations with respect to survey stations descriptions

Definition/Overview:

Total Stations: A total station is an optical instrument used in modern surveying and

archaeology as well as by police, crime scene investigators, private accident reconstructionists

and insurance companies to take measurements of scenes.

Key Points:

1. Total Stations

It is a combination of an electronic theodolite (transit), an electronic distance meter (EDM)

and software running on an external computer known as a data collector. With a total station

one may determine angles and distances from the instrument to points to be surveyed. With

the aid of trigonometry and triangulation, the angles and distances may be used to calculate

the coordinates of actual positions (X, Y, and Z or northing, easting and elevation) of
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surveyed points, or the position of the instrument from known points, in absolute terms. The

data may be downloaded from the theodolite to an external computer and application

software will generate a map of the surveyed area. Some total stations also have a GPS

interface which combines these two technologies to make use of the advantages of both (GPS

- line of sight not required between measured points; Traditional Total Station - high

precision measurement especially in the vertical axis compared with GPS) and reduce the

consequences of each technology's disadvantages (GPS - poor accuracy in the vertical axis

and lower accuracy without long occupation periods; Total Station - requires line of sight

observations and must be set up over a known point or within line of sight of 2 or more

known points).

Most modern total station instruments measure angles by means of electro-optical scanning

of extremely precise digital bar-codes etched on rotating glass cylinders or discs within the

instrument. The best quality total stations are capable of measuring angles down to 0.5 arc-

second. Inexpensive "construction grade" total stations can generally measure angles to 5 or

10 arc-seconds. Measurement of distance is accomplished with a modulated microwave or

infrared carrier signal, generated by a small solid-state emitter within the instrument's optical

path, and bounced off of the object to be measured. The modulation pattern in the returning

signal is read and interpreted by the onboard computer in the total station. The distance is

determined by emitting and receiving multiple frequencies, and determining the integer

number of wavelengths to the target for each frequency. Most total stations use a purpose-

built glass Porro prism as the reflector for the EDM signal, and can measure distances out to

a few kilometers, but some instruments are "reflectorless", and can measure distances to any

object that is reasonably light in color, out to a few hundred meters. The typical Total Station

EDM can measure distances accurate to about 3 millimeters or 1/1000th of a foot. Some

modern total stations are 'robotic' allowing the operator to control the instrument from a

distance via remote control. This eliminates the need for an assistant staff member to hold the

reflector prism over the point to be measured. The operator holds the reflector him/herself

and controls the total station instrument from the observed point.
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2. Survey Station Descriptors

3. Survey Station Descriptors

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Change measured traverse angles into traverse bearings AND adjust measured angles in a

traverse to give a zero misclose for the figure.

 Determine the coordinates of points in a traverse AND adjust the coordinates of a traverse to

give a zero misclose for the figure.

 Calculate an area of a figure by using the 'area by coordinate' method.

Definition/Overview:

Traverse: Traverse is a method in the field of surveying to establish control networks.

Key Points:

1. Survey Traverse

A survey traverse is a sequence of lengths and directions of lines between points on the earth,

obtained by or from field measurements and used in determining positions of the points. A

survey traverse may determine the relative positions of the points that it connects in series;

and, if tied to control stations based on some coordinate system, the positions may be

referred to that system. From these computed relative positions, additional data can be

measured for layout of new features, such as buildings and roads. Traverse operations
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(actions commonly called Traversing) are conducted for basic area control; mapping; large

construction projects, such as military installation or air bases; road, railroad, and pipeline

alignment; control of hydrographic surveys; and for many other projects. In general, a

traverse is always classified as either a Closed Traverse or an Open Traverse. A closed loop

traverse, as the name implies, forms a continuous loop, enclosing an area. This type of closed

traverse starts and ends at the same point, whose relative horizontal position is known. A

closed connecting traverse starts and ends at separate points, whose relative positions have

been determined by a survey of equal or higher order accuracy. An open traverse ends at a

station whose relative position is not previously known, and unlike a closed traverse,

provides no check against mistakes and large errors. Open traverses are often used for

preliminary survey for a road or railroad.

The order of Accuracy for any traverse is determined by the equipment and methods used in

the traverse measurements, by the accuracy attained, and by the accuracy of the starting and

terminating stations. Hence, the order of accuracy must be specified before the measurements

are started. For engineering and mapping projects, the distance measurement accuracy for

both electronic and taped traverses for first, second, and third order are 1/35,000, 1/15,000,

and 1/7,500, respectively. For military use such as field artillery, lower order accuracies of

fourth, fifth, and sixth are 1/3,000, 1/1,000, and 1/500, respectively. The order referred to as

lower order is applied to all traverses of less than third order. To accomplish a successful

operation, the traverse party chief must ensure that initial preparations and careful planning

are done before the actual traversing begins. In the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss

some of the basic procedures normally undertaken by a transit-tape traverse party.
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2. Traverse: Control Survey

A traverse is a form of control survey that is used in a wide variety of engineering and

property surveys.

 Open Traverse

 Closed traverse

2.1. Open Traverse

2.2. Closed (Loop) Traverse

3. Directions

3.1. Bearings

3.2. Reversed Bearings

3.3. Azimuths

3.4. Reversed Azimuths

3.5. Azimuth Computations
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Geomatics

 Discuss Geomatics data model

Definition/Overview:

Geomatics: Geomatics is the discipline of gathering, storing, processing, and delivery of

geographic information, or spatially referenced information.

Key Points:

1. Geomatics

Geomatics is fairly new, the term was apparently coined by B. Dubuisson in 1969. It includes

the tools and techniques used in land surveying, remote sensing, Geographic Information

Systems (GIS), Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO,

COMPASS), and related forms of earth mapping. Originally used in Canada, because it is

similar in French and English, the term geomatics has been adopted by the International

Organization for Standardization, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, and many

other international authorities, although some (especially in the United States) have shown a

preference for the term geospatial technology.

A geospatial network is a network of collaborating resources for sharing and coordinating

geographical data, and data tied to geographical references. One example of such a network

is the GIS Consortium's effort to provide "ready global access to geographic information" in

a framework named the Open Geospatial Network. A number of university departments
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which were once titled surveying, survey engineering or topographic science have re-titled

themselves as geomatics or geomatic engineering. An example of this is the Department of

Civil, Environmental and Geomatic Engineering at University College London. The rapid

progress, and increased visibility, of geomatics since 1990s has been made possible by

advances in computer technology, computer science, and software engineering, as well as

airborne and space observation remote sensing technologies.

2. The field of geometrics may include:

2.1. Geomatics Data Model

3. Topographic Field Notes

3.1. Single Base Line

3.2. Split Base line

4. Maps and Plans

4.1. Maps

o Intermediate Scale; 1:2,000 to 1: 10,000

o Small Scale; 1:20,000 to 1:1,000,000

In recent times, maps are usually the product of GIS applications programs.
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4.2. Plans

o Intermediate scale; 1:2,000 to 1:10,000

o Large scale; 1:10 to 1:1,000

In recent times, plans are usually the product of CAD programs and digital plotters,

although some plans are still drawn manually.

5. Digital Plotting Considerations

o Title

o Scale

o Limits

o Plot all points?

o Connect points (through feature coding or CAD operations)

o Pen number

o Color (or line weight)

o Symbols

o Height of characters

6. Contour Line Characteristics

o Close spacing indicates steep (relatively) slopes

o Usually every 5th contour is labeled with an elevation

o Contours dont pass through buildings

o Contours are straight, parallel lines passing over built features

o Contours deflect uphill at valley lines - downhill at ridge lines

o The ground slope between adjacent contours is assumed to be uniform

o Contours tend to be parallel on uniform slopes

o Important points can be further defined using spot elevations
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7. Contour plan with selected profile

8. Electromagnetic Spectrum

9. Electromagnetic Radiation

9.1. Spectral Reflectance

9.2. Spectral Reflectance

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term Global Positioning System (GPS)

Definition/Overview:

The Global Positioning System (GPS): The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a Global

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) developed by the United States Department of Defense.
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Key Points:

1. The Global Positioning System (GPS)

The Global Positioning System (GPS): is the only fully functional GNSS in the world. It uses

a constellation of between 24 and 32 Medium Earth Orbit satellites that transmit precise

microwave signals, which enable GPS receivers to determine their current location, the time,

and their velocity. Its official name is NAVSTAR GPS. Although NAVSTAR is not an

acronym, a few backronyms have been created for it. The GPS satellite constellation is

managed by the United States Air Force 50th Space Wing. GPS is often used by civilians as a

navigation system. After Korean Air Lines Flight 007 was shot down in 1983 after straying

into the USSR's prohibited airspace, President Ronald Reagan issued a directive making GPS

freely available for civilian use as a common good. as suggested by physicist D. Fanelli a few

years before. Since then, GPS has become a widely used aid to navigation worldwide, and a

useful tool for map-making, land surveying, commerce, scientific uses, and hobbies such as

geocaching. Also, the precise time reference is used in many applications including the

scientific study of earthquakes. GPS is also a required key synchronization resource of

cellular networks, such as the Qualcomm CDMA air interface used by many wireless carriers

in a multitude of countries.

The first satellite navigation system, Transit, used by the United States Navy, was first

successfully tested in 1960. Using a constellation of five satellites, it could provide a

navigational fix approximately once per hour. In 1967, the U.S. Navy developed the

Timation satellite which proved the ability to place accurate clocks in space, a technology

that GPS relies upon. In the 1970s, the ground-based Omega Navigation System, based on

signal phase comparison, became the first worldwide radio navigation system. The design of

GPS is based partly on similar ground-based radio navigation systems, such as LORAN and

the Decca Navigator developed in the early 1940s, and used during World War II. Additional

inspiration for the GPS came when the Soviet Union launched the first Sputnik in 1957. A

team of U.S. scientists led by Dr. Richard B. Kershner were monitoring Sputnik's radio

transmissions. They discovered that, because of the Doppler effect, the frequency of the

signal being transmitted by Sputnik was higher as the satellite approached, and lower as it
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continued away from them. They realized that since they knew their exact location on the

globe, they could pinpoint where the satellite was along its orbit by measuring the Doppler

distortion.

2. GPS Satellites in Orbit

3. C/A Code and P Code

4. Geometry of Point Positioning

5. Differencing

 Single Difference: Two receivers simultaneously observing the same satellite

 Double Difference: Two receivers simultaneously observing the same satellites

 Triple Difference: The difference between two double differences (i.e., differences between

receivers, satellites and epochs)

6. Station Visibility Diagram
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7. Three Surfaces of Geodesy

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Control Surveys

Modern Construction Surveying Practices

Highway Curves

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 3.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term global positioning system

 Discuss control surveys

Definition/Overview:

The Global Positioning System (GPS): The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a Global

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) developed by the United States Department of Defense.
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Key Points:

1. Control Surveys Elevations

1.1. GPS

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a Global Navigation Satellite System

(GNSS) developed by the United States Department of Defense. It is the only fully

functional GNSS in the world. It uses a constellation of between 24 and 32 Medium

Earth Orbit satellites that transmit precise microwave signals, which enable GPS

receivers to determine their current location, the time, and their velocity. Its official

name is NAVSTAR GPS. Although NAVSTAR is not an acronym, a few

backronyms have been created for it. The GPS satellite constellation is managed by

the United States Air Force 50th Space Wing. GPS is often used by civilians as a

navigation system.

1.2. Triangulation

In trigonometry and geometry, triangulation is the process of determining the location

of a point by measuring angles to it from known points at either end of a fixed

baseline, rather than measuring distances to the point directly. The point can then be

fixed as the third point of a triangle with one known side and two known angles.

Triangulation can also refer to the accurate surveying of systems of very large

triangles, called triangulation networks. This followed from the work of Willebrord

Snell in 1615-17, who showed how a point could be located from the angles

subtended from three known points, but measured at the new unknown point rather

than the previously fixed points, a problem called resectioning. Surveying error is

minimised if a mesh of triangles at the largest appropriate scale is established first,

that points inside the triangles can all then be accurately located with reference to.

Such triangulation methods dominated accurate large-scale land surveying until the

rise of Global navigation satellite systems in the 1980s.
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2. Lambert Secant Projection

3. Transverse Mercator Projection

4. Plane Coordinate Grids

 Lambert

o Scale factor at central meridian (CM) = 0.9999

o Used in states having a large E/W dimension

 Transverse Mercator

o Scale factor at the CM = 0.9999

o Used in states having a large N/S dimension

 Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)

o Scale factor at the CM = 0.9996

o Zone width is 6 of longitude

5. State Plane Coordinate Grid Systems
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6. Section of the Projection Plane for State Plane Grids

7. Use of Grid Coordinates: Elevation factor

Radius of earth (R) = 20,906,000 feet or 6,372,000 meters

Elevation factor = Sea level distance = R

Ground distance R+H

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term modern surveying

 Discuss surveying methods used in modern times

Definition/Overview:

Modern Surveying: Surveying is the technique and science of accurately determining the

terrestrial or three-dimensional space position of points and the distances and angles between

them.
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Key Points:

16. Surveying

Three-dimensional space position of points and the distances are usually, but not exclusively,

associated with positions on the surface of the Earth, and are often used to establish land

maps and boundaries for ownership or governmental purposes. In order to accomplish their

objective, surveyors use elements of geometry, engineering, trigonometry, mathematics,

physics, and law. An alternative definition, per the American Congress on Surveying and

Mapping (ACSM), is the science and art of making all essential measurements to determine

the relative position of points and/or physical and cultural details above, on, or beneath the

surface of the Earth, and to depict them in a usable form, or to establish the position of points

and/or details.

Furthermore, as alluded to above, a particular type of surveying known as "land surveying"

(also per ACSM) is the detailed study or inspection, as by gathering information through

observations, measurements in the field, questionnaires, or research of legal instruments, and

data analysis in the support of planning, designing, and establishing of property boundaries.

It involves the re-establishment of cadastral surveys and land boundaries based on documents

of record and historical evidence, as well as certifying surveys (as required by statute or local

ordinance) of subdivision plats/maps, registered land surveys, judicial surveys, and space

delineation. Land surveying can include associated services such as mapping and related data

accumulation, construction layout surveys, precision measurements of length, angle,

elevation, area, and volume, as well as horizontal and vertical control surveys, and the

analysis and utilization of land survey data. Surveying has been an essential element in the

development of the human environment since the beginning of recorded history (ca. 5000

years ago) and it is a requirement in the planning and execution of nearly every form of

construction. Its most familiar modern uses are in the fields of transport, building and

construction, communications, mapping, and the definition of legal boundaries for land

ownership.
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17. Types of Survey

 ALTA/ACSM Survey: a surveying standard jointly proposed by the American Land Title

Association and the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping that incorporates elements

of the boundary survey, mortgage survey, and topographic survey. ALTA/ACSM surveys,

frequently shortened to ALTA surveys, are often required for real estate transactions.

 Archaeological survey: used to accurately assess the relationship of archaeological sites in a

landscape or to accurately record finds on an archaeological site.

 As-Built Survey: a survey conducted several times during a construction project to verify, for

local and state boards (USA), that the work authorized was completed to the specifications set on

the Plot Plan or Site Plan. This usually entails a complete survey of the site to confirm that the

structures, utilities, and roadways proposed were built in the proper locations authorized in the

Plot Plan or Site Plan. As-builts are usually done 2-3 times during the building of a house; once

after the foundation has been poured; once after the walls are put up; and at the completion of

construction.

 Bathymetric Survey: a survey carried out to map the seabed profile.

 Boundary Survey: a survey to establish the boundaries of a parcel using its legal description

which typically involves the setting or restoration of monuments or markers at the corners or

along the lines of the parcel, often in the form of iron rods, pipes, or concrete monuments in the

ground, or nails set in concrete or asphalt. In the past, wooden posts, blazes in trees, piled stone

corners or other types of monuments have also been used. A map or plat is then drafted from the

field data to provide a representation of the parcel surveyed.

 Construction surveying (otherwise "lay-out" or "setting-out"): the process of establishing

and marking the position and detailed layout of new structures such as roads or buildings for

subsequent construction. Surveying is regarded as a sub-discipline of civil engineering all over

the world. All Degree and Diploma level Engineering institutions ,world wide, have detailed

items of Surveying in the curriculum for undergraduate courses in the discipline of Civil

Engineering.

 Deformation Survey: a survey to determine if a structure or object is changing shape or moving.

The three-dimensional positions of specific points on an object are determined, a period of time

is allowed to pass, these positions are then re-measured and calculated, and a comparison

between the two sets of positions is made.
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 Engineering Surveys: those surveys associated with the engineering design (topographic, layout

and as-built) often requiring geodetic computations beyond normal civil engineering practise.

 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan: a plan that is drawn in conjunction with a Subdivision

Plan that denotes how upcoming construction activities will effect the movement of stormwater

and sediment across the construction site and onto abutting properties and how developers will

adjust grading activities to limit the depositing of more stormwater and sediment onto abutting

properties than was done prior to construction.

 Foundation Survey: a survey done to collect the positional data on a foundation that has been

poured and is cured. This is done to ensure that the foundation was constructed in the location

authorized in the Plot Plan, Site Plan, or Subdivision Plan. When the location of the finished

foundation is checked and approved the building of the remainder of the structure can

commence. This should not be confused with an As-Built Survey which is not to be done until all

work on the site is completed.

 Geological Survey: generic term for a survey conducted for the purpose of recording the

geologically significant features of the area under investigation. In the past, in remote areas,

there was often no base topographic map available, so the geologist also needed to be a

competent surveyor to produce a map of the terrain, on which the geological informati on

could then be draped. More recently, satellite imagery or aerial photography is used as a base,

where no published map exists. Such a survey may also be highly specialist - for instance

focussing primarily on hydrogeological, geochemical or geomagnetic themes. (Do not confuse

this term with Geological Survey, typically a government (national, regional or local) body,

charged with maintaining and improving the record of the geology of the area in which it

operates).

 Hydrographic Survey: a survey conducted with the purpose of mapping the coastline and

seabed for navigation, engineering, or resource management purposes. Products of such surveys

are nautical charts. See hydrography.

 Mortgage Survey or Physical Survey: a simple survey that generally determines land

boundaries and building locations. Mortgage surveys are required by title companies and lending

institutions when they provide financing to show that there are no structures encroaching on the

property and that the position of structures is generally within zoning and building code

requirements. Some jurisdictions allow mortgage surveys to be done to a lesser standard,
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however most modern U.S. state minimum standards require the same standard of care for

mortgage surveys as any other survey. The resulting higher price for mortgage surveys has led

some lending institutions to accept "Mortgage Inspections" not signed or sealed by a surveyor.

 Plot Plan or Site Plan: a proposal plan for a construction site that include all existing and

proposed conditions on a given site. The existing and proposed conditions always include

structures, utilities, roadways, topography, and wetlands delineation and location if necessary.

The plan might also, but not always, include hydrology, drainage flows, endangered species

habitat, FEMA Federal Flood Insurance Reference Maps and traffic patterns.

 Soil survey, or soil mapping, is the process of determining the soil types or other properties of

the soil cover over a landscape, and mapping them for others to understand and use.

 Subdivision Plan: a plot or map based on a survey of a parcel of land. Boundary lines are drawn

inside the larger parcel to indicated the creation of new boundary lines and roads . The number

and location of plats, or the newly created parcels, are usually discussed back and forth between

the developer and the surveyor until they are agreed upon. At this point monuments, usually in

the form of square concrete blocks or iron rods or pins, are driven into the ground to mark the lot

corners and curve ends, and the plat is recorded in the cadastre (USA, elsewhere) or land registry

(UK). In some jurisdictions, the recording or filing of a subdivision plat is highly regulated. The

final map or plat becomes, in effect, a contract between the developer and the city or county,

determining what can be built on the property and under what conditions. Always upon finally

completion of a subdivision an As-Built Plan is required by the local government. This is done

so that the roadway constructed therein will pass ownership from the developer to said local

government by way of a contract called a Covenant. When this stage is completed the roadways

will now be maintained, repaved, swept, and plowed (if necessary for your geographic region) by

the local government

 Tape Survey: this type of survey is the most basic and inexpensive type of land survey. Popular

in the middle part of the 20th century, tape surveys while being accurate for distance lack

substantially in their accuracy of measuring angle and bearing. Considering that a survey is the

documentation of one-half (1/2) distances and one-half (1/2) bearings this type of survey is no

longer accepted amongst local, state, or federal regulatory committees for any substantial

construction work. However for determining the extent of your property boundaries and for your

peace-of-mind this type of survey is the least expensive, least time consuming and least invasive,
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while being nowhere close to accurate for the standards that are practised by professional land

surveyors.

 Topographic Survey: a survey that measures the elevation of points on a particular piece of

land, and presents them as contour lines on a plot.

 Wetlands Delineation & Location Survey: a survey that is completed when construction work

is to be done on or near a site containing defined wetlands.

18. Station Point

Station point is a point that connects two lines in a traverse. During a survey, the surveying

instrument is located directly above the station point. As late as the 1990s the basic tools

used in planar surveying were a tape measure for determining shorter distances, a level for

determine height or elevation differences, and a theodolite, set on a tripod, with which one

can measure angles (horizontal and vertical), combined with triangulation. Starting from a

position with known location and elevation, the distance and angles to the unknown point are

measured. A more modern instrument is a total station, which is a theodolite with an

electronic distance measurement device (EDM) and can also be used for leveling when set to

the horizontal plane. Since their introduction, total stations have made the technological shift

from being optical-mechanical devices to being fully electronic with an onboard computer

and software. Modern top-of-the-line total stations no longer require a reflector or prism

(used to return the light pulses used for distancing) to return distance measurements, are fully

robotic, and can even e-mail point data to the office computer and connect to satellite

positioning systems, such as a Global Positioning System (GPS). Though real-time kinematic

GPS systems have increased the speed of surveying, they are still only horizontally accurate

to about 20 mm and vertically accurate to about 30-40 mm. However, GPS systems do not

work well in areas with dense tree cover or constructions. Total stations are still used widely,

along with other types of surveying instruments. One-person robotic-guided total stations

allow surveyors to gather precise measurements without extra workers to look through and

turn the telescope or record data. A faster way to measure large areas (not details, and no

obstacles) is with a helicopter, equipped with a laser scanner, combined with a GPS to

determine the position and elevation of the helicopter. To increase precision, beacons are
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placed on the ground (about 20 km apart). This method reaches precisions between 5-40 cm

(depending on flight height).

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term modern surveying

 Discuss surveying methods used in modern times

Definition/Overview:

Modern Surveying: Surveying is the technique and science of accurately determining the

terrestrial or three-dimensional space position of points and the distances and angles between

them.

Key Points:

19. Surveying

Three-dimensional space position of points and the distances are usually, but not exclusively,

associated with positions on the surface of the Earth, and are often used to establish land

maps and boundaries for ownership or governmental purposes. In order to accomplish their

objective, surveyors use elements of geometry, engineering, trigonometry, mathematics,

physics, and law. An alternative definition, per the American Congress on Surveying and

Mapping (ACSM), is the science and art of making all essential measurements to determine

the relative position of points and/or physical and cultural details above, on, or beneath the

surface of the Earth, and to depict them in a usable form, or to establish the position of points

and/or details.
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Furthermore, as alluded to above, a particular type of surveying known as "land surveying"

(also per ACSM) is the detailed study or inspection, as by gathering information through

observations, measurements in the field, questionnaires, or research of legal instruments, and

data analysis in the support of planning, designing, and establishing of property boundaries.

It involves the re-establishment of cadastral surveys and land boundaries based on documents

of record and historical evidence, as well as certifying surveys (as required by statute or local

ordinance) of subdivision plats/maps, registered land surveys, judicial surveys, and space

delineation. Land surveying can include associated services such as mapping and related data

accumulation, construction layout surveys, precision measurements of length, angle,

elevation, area, and volume, as well as horizontal and vertical control surveys, and the

analysis and utilization of land survey data. Surveying has been an essential element in the

development of the human environment since the beginning of recorded history (ca. 5000

years ago) and it is a requirement in the planning and execution of nearly every form of

construction. Its most familiar modern uses are in the fields of transport, building and

construction, communications, mapping, and the definition of legal boundaries for land

ownership.

20. Types of Survey

 ALTA/ACSM Survey: a surveying standard jointly proposed by the American Land Title

Association and the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping that incorporates elements

of the boundary survey, mortgage survey, and topographic survey. ALTA/ACSM surveys,

frequently shortened to ALTA surveys, are often required for real estate transactions.

 Archaeological survey: used to accurately assess the relationship of archaeological sites in a

landscape or to accurately record finds on an archaeological site.

 As-Built Survey: a survey conducted several times during a construction project to verify, for

local and state boards (USA), that the work authorized was completed to the specifications set on

the Plot Plan or Site Plan. This usually entails a complete survey of the site to confirm that the

structures, utilities, and roadways proposed were built in the proper locations authorized in the

Plot Plan or Site Plan. As-builts are usually done 2-3 times during the building of a house; once
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after the foundation has been poured; once after the walls are put up; and at the completion of

construction.

 Bathymetric Survey: a survey carried out to map the seabed profile.

 Boundary Survey: a survey to establish the boundaries of a parcel using its legal description

which typically involves the setting or restoration of monuments or markers at the corners or

along the lines of the parcel, often in the form of iron rods, pipes, or concrete monuments in the

ground, or nails set in concrete or asphalt. In the past, wooden posts, blazes in trees, piled stone

corners or other types of monuments have also been used. A map or plat is then drafted from the

field data to provide a representation of the parcel surveyed.

 Construction surveying (otherwise "lay-out" or "setting-out"): the process of establishing

and marking the position and detailed layout of new structures such as roads or buildings for

subsequent construction. Surveying is regarded as a sub-discipline of civil engineering all over

the world. All Degree and Diploma level Engineering institutions ,world wide, have detailed

items of Surveying in the curriculum for undergraduate courses in the discipline of Civil

Engineering.

 Deformation Survey: a survey to determine if a structure or object is changing shape or moving.

The three-dimensional positions of specific points on an object are determined, a period of time

is allowed to pass, these positions are then re-measured and calculated, and a comparison

between the two sets of positions is made.

 Engineering Surveys: those surveys associated with the engineering design (topographic, layout

and as-built) often requiring geodetic computations beyond normal civil engineering practise.

 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan: a plan that is drawn in conjunction with a Subdivision

Plan that denotes how upcoming construction activities will effect the movement of stormwater

and sediment across the construction site and onto abutting properties and how developers will

adjust grading activities to limit the depositing of more stormwater and sediment onto abutting

properties than was done prior to construction.

 Foundation Survey: a survey done to collect the positional data on a foundation that has been

poured and is cured. This is done to ensure that the foundation was constructed in the location

authorized in the Plot Plan, Site Plan, or Subdivision Plan. When the location of the finished

foundation is checked and approved the building of the remainder of the structure can
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commence. This should not be confused with an As-Built Survey which is not to be done until all

work on the site is completed.

 Geological Survey: generic term for a survey conducted for the purpose of recording the

geologically significant features of the area under investigation. In the past, in remote areas,

there was often no base topographic map available, so the geologist also needed to be a

competent surveyor to produce a map of the terrain, on which the geological informati on

could then be draped. More recently, satellite imagery or aerial photography is used as a base,

where no published map exists. Such a survey may also be highly specialist - for instance

focussing primarily on hydrogeological, geochemical or geomagnetic themes. (Do not confuse

this term with Geological Survey, typically a government (national, regional or local) body,

charged with maintaining and improving the record of the geology of the area in which it

operates).

 Hydrographic Survey: a survey conducted with the purpose of mapping the coastline and

seabed for navigation, engineering, or resource management purposes. Products of such surveys

are nautical charts. See hydrography.

 Mortgage Survey or Physical Survey: a simple survey that generally determines land

boundaries and building locations. Mortgage surveys are required by title companies and lending

institutions when they provide financing to show that there are no structures encroaching on the

property and that the position of structures is generally within zoning and building code

requirements. Some jurisdictions allow mortgage surveys to be done to a lesser standard,

however most modern U.S. state minimum standards require the same standard of care for

mortgage surveys as any other survey. The resulting higher price for mortgage surveys has led

some lending institutions to accept "Mortgage Inspections" not signed or sealed by a surveyor.

 Plot Plan or Site Plan: a proposal plan for a construction site that include all existing and

proposed conditions on a given site. The existing and proposed conditions always include

structures, utilities, roadways, topography, and wetlands delineation and location if necessary.

The plan might also, but not always, include hydrology, drainage flows, endangered species

habitat, FEMA Federal Flood Insurance Reference Maps and traffic patterns.

 Soil survey, or soil mapping, is the process of determining the soil types or other properties of

the soil cover over a landscape, and mapping them for others to understand and use.
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 Subdivision Plan: a plot or map based on a survey of a parcel of land. Boundary lines are drawn

inside the larger parcel to indicated the creation of new boundary lines and roads . The number

and location of plats, or the newly created parcels, are usually discussed back and forth between

the developer and the surveyor until they are agreed upon. At this point monuments, usually in

the form of square concrete blocks or iron rods or pins, are driven into the ground to mark the lot

corners and curve ends, and the plat is recorded in the cadastre (USA, elsewhere) or land registry

(UK). In some jurisdictions, the recording or filing of a subdivision plat is highly regulated. The

final map or plat becomes, in effect, a contract between the developer and the city or county,

determining what can be built on the property and under what conditions. Always upon finally

completion of a subdivision an As-Built Plan is required by the local government. This is done

so that the roadway constructed therein will pass ownership from the developer to said local

government by way of a contract called a Covenant. When this stage is completed the roadways

will now be maintained, repaved, swept, and plowed (if necessary for your geographic region) by

the local government

 Tape Survey: this type of survey is the most basic and inexpensive type of land survey. Popular

in the middle part of the 20th century, tape surveys while being accurate for distance lack

substantially in their accuracy of measuring angle and bearing. Considering that a survey is the

documentation of one-half (1/2) distances and one-half (1/2) bearings this type of survey is no

longer accepted amongst local, state, or federal regulatory committees for any substantial

construction work. However for determining the extent of your property boundaries and for your

peace-of-mind this type of survey is the least expensive, least time consuming and least invasive,

while being nowhere close to accurate for the standards that are practised by professional land

surveyors.

 Topographic Survey: a survey that measures the elevation of points on a particular piece of

land, and presents them as contour lines on a plot.

 Wetlands Delineation & Location Survey: a survey that is completed when construction work

is to be done on or near a site containing defined wetlands.

21. Station Point

Station point is a point that connects two lines in a traverse. During a survey, the surveying

instrument is located directly above the station point. As late as the 1990s the basic tools
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used in planar surveying were a tape measure for determining shorter distances, a level for

determine height or elevation differences, and a theodolite, set on a tripod, with which one

can measure angles (horizontal and vertical), combined with triangulation. Starting from a

position with known location and elevation, the distance and angles to the unknown point are

measured. A more modern instrument is a total station, which is a theodolite with an

electronic distance measurement device (EDM) and can also be used for leveling when set to

the horizontal plane. Since their introduction, total stations have made the technological shift

from being optical-mechanical devices to being fully electronic with an onboard computer

and software. Modern top-of-the-line total stations no longer require a reflector or prism

(used to return the light pulses used for distancing) to return distance measurements, are fully

robotic, and can even e-mail point data to the office computer and connect to satellite

positioning systems, such as a Global Positioning System (GPS). Though real-time kinematic

GPS systems have increased the speed of surveying, they are still only horizontally accurate

to about 20 mm and vertically accurate to about 30-40 mm. However, GPS systems do not

work well in areas with dense tree cover or constructions. Total stations are still used widely,

along with other types of surveying instruments. One-person robotic-guided total stations

allow surveyors to gather precise measurements without extra workers to look through and

turn the telescope or record data. A faster way to measure large areas (not details, and no

obstacles) is with a helicopter, equipped with a laser scanner, combined with a GPS to

determine the position and elevation of the helicopter. To increase precision, beacons are

placed on the ground (about 20 km apart). This method reaches precisions between 5-40 cm

(depending on flight height).

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term circle and curves in relation to highway construction process

 Discuss Circular curve terminology
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Definition/Overview:

Circle: A circle is a simple shape of Euclidean geometry consisting of those points in a plane

which are the same distance from a given point called the center. The common distance of the

points of a circle from its center is called its radius. A diameter is a line segment whose

endpoints lie on the circle and which passes through the centre of the circle. The length of a

diameter is twice the length of the radius.

Curve: In mathematics, a curve consists of the points through which a continuously moving

point passes.

Key Points:

1. Circular curve terminology

Circles are simple closed curves which divide the plane into two regions, an interior and an

exterior. In everyday use the term "circle" may be used interchangeably to refer to either the

boundary of the figure (known as the perimeter) or to the whole figure including its interior,

but in strict technical usage "circle" refers to the perimeter while the interior of the circle is

called a disk. The circumference of a circle is the perimeter of the circle (especially when

referring to its length). A circle is a special ellipse in which the two foci are coincident.

Circles are conic sections attained when a right circular cone is intersected with a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the cone.
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2. Geometry of the circle

3. Relationship between the degree of curve (D) and the circle

4. To aid in comprehension, the magnitude of the ∆ angle has been exaggerated in this

section.

5. Field location for deflection angles

6. Municipal road cross section

7. Offset curves

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Highway Construction Surveys

Municipal Street Construction Surveys

Pipeline And Tunnel Construction Surveys

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 4.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define cut and fills and cross sections

 Discuss street and sidewalk details

 Describe cut sections, fill sections, slope sections etc.
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Definition/Overview:

Cut and Fill: The quantities of earth removed from hills and filled into depressions, low spots,

and valleys. Cut and Fill in earthmoving is the process of constructing a railway, road or canal

whereby the amount of material from cuts roughly matches the amount of fill needed to make

nearby embankments, so minimizing the amount of construction labor. This technique is widely

practiced in mining applications. Land occupied by cuts and fills must be purchased for road

right-of-ways. The slope of a cut is determined by the type of rock or soil. The slope of a cut and

fill is called Angle of repose. Percent of grade is the amount of slope in the road.

Cross Section: Cross section is an elevation survey taken perpendicular to the center line of a

route

Key Points:

1. Cut section

A detailed engineering soils analysis of a proposed highway alignment is a crucial part of the

highway design process. The results of the soils analysis are used to develop the design

details of cut sections such as depth and slope of the cut. The engineer has to keep in mind

that the volume of excavation increases significantly as the depth of the cut increases, and

therefore usually tries to avoid excessive cut depths. Cut slopes are rarely steeper than 2:1 (2

units horizontal to 1 unit vertical or about 27 degrees from horizontal) except in very

competent materials such as solid rock. AASHTO recommends that cut slopes steeper than

3:1 be evaluated with regard to soil stability and traffic safety.

2. Cut Slopes

Cut slopes are rarely created greater than a slope of two to one (horizontal to vertical

dimensions). Cut sections of roadway or rail are characterized by the roadway being lower in
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elevation than the surrounding terrain. From an operational standpoint there are unique

environmental effects associated with cut sections of roadway. For example, air pollutants

can concentrate in the valleyscreated by the cut section. Conversely noise pollution is

mitigated by cut sections since an effective blockage of line of sight sound propagation is

created by the depressed roadway design.

3. Fill section

Fill sections manifest as elevated sections of a roadway or trackbed. Environmental effects of

fill sections are typically favorable with respect to air pollution dispersal, but in the matter of

sound propagation, exposure of nearby residents is generally increased, since sound walls

and other forms of sound path blockage are less effective in this geometry. The greatest

amount of roadway construction in rural areas occurs on fill. In flat terrain, the highway

pavement should be elevated several feet above the original ground surface to aid drainage.

Slopes for fill should be determined in accordance with the guidelines discussed under Cross

Section Elements. It is desirable to keep the height of the fill section to 30 feet or less, with

20 feet being a preferred maximum. With fill heights greater than 20 feet, it may be more

economical to build a bridge, depending on the topography.

4. Cross Section

A cross section is the intersection of a body in 2-dimensional space with a line, or of a body

in 3-dimensional space with a plane, etc. More plainly, when cutting an object into slices one

gets many parallel cross sections. A cross section, or section is also an orthographic

projection of a 3-dimensional object from the position of a plane through the object. A floor

plan is a section viewed from the top. In such views, the portion of the object in front of the

plane is omitted to reveal what lies beyond. In the case of a floor plan, the roof and upper

portion of the walls may be omitted. Elevations or roof plans are orthographic projections,

but they are not sections as their viewing plane is outside of the object. With computed axial

tomography, computers construct cross sections from x-ray data. A cross section is a

common method of depicting the internal arrangement of a 3-dimensional object in two
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dimensions. It is often used in technical drawing and is traditionally crosshatched. The style

of crosshatching indicates the type of material the section passes through.

5. Intermediate Foresight

A foresight reading that is taken along the center line at a station or elevation change.

Intermediate Foresight (IFS) is the reading on the rod when held at a location where the

elevation is to be determined but not used as a turning point.

6. Borrow Pit

A borrow pit, also known as a sand box, is a term used in construction and civil engineering.

It describes an area where material (usually soil, gravel or sand) has been dug for use at

another location. The term is literal meaning a pit from where material was borrowed,

although without an implication of someday returning the material. Borrow pits can be found

close to many major construction projects. For example, soil might be excavated to fill an

embankment for a highway, clay might be excavated for use in brick-making, gravel to be

used for making concrete, etc. In some cases, the borrow pits may become filled with ground

water, forming recreational areas or sustainable wildlife habitats (one such example is the

Merton Borrow Pit, near Oxford in central England, excavated to provide materials for the

nearby M40 motorway). In other cases, borrow pits may be used for landfill and waste

disposal.

7. Cut and Fill Design Cross Sections

8. Interchange Geometrics
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9. Typical Two-lane Highway Cross Sections

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the meaning and purpose of street construction

 Discuss main control network and its forms in relation to street construction

Definition/Overview:

Street Construction: In the planning and construction of a high classified road, it is very

important that is based on a good and reliable geographical basis dataset, consisting of a network

of horizontal and vertical fix points, digital base maps, terrain models, orthophotos etc.

Key Points:

1. Municipal Road Pattern

2. Main Control Network

First, a network of control points is established, surveyed and calculated, covering the whole

area of the project, and permanent enough to exist for the entire construction period, which is
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normally 6- 7 years. This net of control points, also called the main control network, is now

the physical manifestation of the construction projects reference system and all following

mapping, surveying, registration and plotting is to be done based on the main control

network. It consists of a horizontal and a vertical network.

2.1. Horizontal network

The horizontal network is established in as high a degree as possible by using suitable

existing control points from the National Survey and Cadastre , and supplemented

with our own points, established in places and using methods presumed to allow them

to remain undamaged throughout construction. The horizontal control points are

established along the coming construction at distances of approx. one km. apart. The

aim is to place the points close to the coming alignment, but far enough from it that

they are not damaged by construction. The points are surveyed using static GPS

surveying, and are calculated and least squares adjusted in a minimum constraint

network in order to eliminate tension in the existing geodetic network. Finally the

adjusted network is fitted into the National Survey and Cadastres national coordinate

system KP2000, using displacement and rotation. The horizontal network now exists

in the shape of a series of permanent horizontal main control points with coordinates

in KP20001 and a standard deviation better than 1 cm.

2.2. Vertical network

The vertical network is established to a high a degree as possible by using existing

suitable vertical fix points from the National Survey and Cadastre, and supplemented

with our own fix points, established on structures, buildings, etc. so that the points are

no more than 750 m. apart. The points are levelled with a double precision alignment

levelling, the observations are least squares adjusted in a minimum constraint network

and are then fitted into the National Survey and Cadastres vertical network DVR90.

Levelling is carried out with a kilometre Standard deviation better than 2 mm., and

we now have a vertical main control network in the form of a series of vertical fix
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points with elevations in DVR902 and standard deviation better than 1 cm. So the

main control network has been established and is now used as the basis for all

surveying, mapping and plotting. The main reason we put such emphasis on

establishing this unequivocal main control network with very high standards of

precision as the first step in the construction process, is to minimise the Road

Directorates risk of extra expenses because of mistakes that can be attributed to the

geographical basis.

3. Mapping

The next task is to produce a map and a terrain model which are so detailed and precise that

they can be used for the draft design and other studies that are carried out at the beginning of

the planning period. For this, the Road Directorate uses photogrammetry, i.e. registration

based on aerial photos. This method provides a homogenous and relatively inexpensive map

with a degree of precision which is acceptable in by far the most areas and for by far most

uses.

4. Detail Survey

As the project becomes more and more detailed, detail surveys are carried out as necessary.

In projects for new construction, detail surveys are limited to intersecting roads and water

courses, while detail surveys in the case of expansion projects are much more

comprehensive, with strict requirements for accuracy, especially in heights. As a general rule,

a height accuracy of 1 cm. is required when we survey paved surfaces and structures. This

means that we can only carry out these surveys using totalstations, since height accuracy

from GPS surveys is not acceptable. Surveying on heavily trafficked roads and especially on

motorways poses safety challenges for the surveyors; it also complicates the surveying

process and makes it considerably more expensive than off-road surveying. It is generally

required that surveying can be carried out without closing traffic lanes, so that the road is

kept passable while surveying is done, and this requires new surveying methods where the

period of time spent on the road area is limited as much as possible. Some of the more
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interesting methods in this connection are surveys using totalstations with reflectionless

capabilities and the latest generation of terrestrial laser scanning. We are currently working

on developing and adapting these methods so that they can be used to advantage in detail

surveying for our purposes. The detail surveys are incorporated in the map by having the

surveyed objects supplement the map and in some cases replace corresponding objects on the

map that have earlier been less accurately surveyed.

5. Base points

When construction has begun in the field, the necessary base points are established, first to

structures, then to earthworks and surfaces. Base points to structures are established around

the structure and the distances separating them are measured as accurately as possible, and

they are linked to the main control network. The standard deviation between points is less

than 1 cm. both horizontally and vertically. Base points for earthworks are established at

distances of approx. 300m. parallel to the construction with free sight between any two

neighbouring points. The standard deviation for these base points is less than 2cm

horizontally and 1 cm. vertically. Before paving work is begun, it is estimated how important

it is to supplement the base points at the earthworks, so that they can be used to set out

surfacing. The points that may be used as a supplement are the last type of base points, also

called rectification points, because after the road is opened, they are used for the cadastral

rectification. Supplementation is done so the distance between points is approx 300 m. with

free sight between neighbouring points. At the same time, height fix points are established as

bolts in structures and these are levelled as part of the levelling of the rectification points.

The standard deviation on rectification points is less than 2 cm horizontally and 1 cm

vertically. The above standard procedure for establishing base points will be revised in the

near future, since contractors working methods change with improved technology, and such

things as digital control of machines become more common. For instance, an excavator is

equipped with GPS on the shovel and the project downloaded onto a computer in the

machine. The driver can see exactly how much needs to be moved without it being plotted in

the field. The procedure of digital construction is still in the making, but it is something we

will need to take into consideration in the very near future.
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6. Design standards are based on the road or highway classification

6.1. House Survey (Plat)

6.2. Intersection Geometrics

6.3. Plan, Profile and Cross Section for Pavement and Curbs (foot units)

6.4. Plan, Profile and Cross Section for Pavement and Curbs (metric units)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the meaning of pipeline and tunnel construction surveys
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 Discuss the process of pipeline and tunnel construction and material/equipment used in the

construction of pipeline and tunnel

Definition/Overview:

Pipeline and Tunnel Construction: Planning for any type of pipeline project often begins years

in advance of actual construction. Initial steps in the planning process include determining the

market need, pipeline design, specification of pipe and components, route selection,

environmental assessments, public consultation, land acquisition and permitting.

Key Points:

1. Pipeline and Tunnel construction

2. Design and Construction

The design and construction of a pipeline and Tunnel for the most part occurs in three stages.

During the pre-construction phase, highly trained engineers work to design a system that

meets the needs of producers and shippers in moving their product to the marketplace. At the

same time, pipeline and tunnel employees who specialize in planning work minimize the

impact of construction projects on the environment, in addition to consulting with

communities and landowners along the route about the project. Every pipeline and tunnel

project planning team must meet federal and state requirements, obtain necessary permits and

respond to local concerns. Land or Right-of-way agents, hired by the pipeline operator, also
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Typically, the actual construction phase of a project occurs in the shortest amount of time.

But the construction phase can only begin after route selection, easement negotiations,

environmental permitting, and many other pre-construction actions have been accomplished.

Before the line pipe can be buried, the pipeline right-of-way must be cleared and prepared for

construction. Once ready, the pipeline is carefully placed in the pre-dug trench or bored

under waterways or roads. If trenching is involved, the trench is filled and post-construction

restoration begins. The post-construction phase of any project addresses several aspects

including restoring the surface of the land affected by the trenching. Work then begins to

reconstruct the surface of the land. Before the pipeline is placed into service, the pipe and

components are again tested in the field with a water pressure, weld x-rays and a variety of

other inspection tests. Each stage of this process is overseen by qualified inspectors to ensure

compliance with the engineering plan, codes, permit conditions, landowner and easement

agreements, and regulatory requirements.

3. Plan and Profile of Proposed Sewer

4. Free-standing Batter Boards

5. Layout Sketch For sewer Construction
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6. Transfer of Surface Alignment to a Tunnel

7. Typical Excavation Equipment

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Culvert And Bridge Construction Surveys

Building Construction Surveys

Quantity And Final Surveys

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 5.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term culvert and bride construction surveys

 Discuss the planning and process of culvert and bridge construction
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Definition/Overview:

Culvert and Bridge Construction: Planning for any type of Culvert and Bridge project often

begins years in advance of actual construction. Initial steps in the planning process include

determining the market need, Culvert and Bridge design, specification environmental

assessments, public consultation, land acquisition and permitting.

Key Points:

1. Culvert Skew Numbers

2. Culvert Construction

There are two major classes of culvert installations, based upon the conditions that influence

loads:

 trenched, where culverts are placed in natural ground or compacted fill with a controlled trench

width and

 Embankments, where culverts are usually placed in natural ground but are covered by a

constructed embankment.

 A third method of installation for placing culverts is boring and jacking, used where deep

installations are necessary or where conventional open excavation is not practical.

2.1. Trenched

Trench installations are made in relatively narrow excavations on a carefully prepared

bedding to distribute the load and the culvert is covered with earth backfill that
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extends to the ground surface. The trench load theory is based on the following

assumptions:

o Earth loads on the pipe develop as the backfill settles.

o The resulting earth load on the pipe is equal to the weight of the material above

the top of the pipe minus the shearing (frictional) forces on the side of the trench.

o Cohesion is negligible because, with cohesive soils, considerable time must elapse

before effective cohesion between the backfill material and the sides of the trench

can develop, and with cohesionless soils, would never develop. The assumption of

no cohesion yields the maximum probable load on the pipe.

o For a rigid pipe, the side fills may be relatively compressible and the pipe will

carry a large portion of the load over the entire width of the trench.

o For rigid pipe, active lateral pressure is neglected, which, in effect, increases the

required pipe strength. (However, it should be taken into, account if investigations

and experience indicate such pressure is significant.

For flexible culverts, a well-compacted soil envelope of adequate width is needed to

develop the lateral pressures required to maintain the shape of the culvert. The width

is a function of the strength of the surrounding in-situ soil and the size of the pipe.

The backfill load ultimately transmitted to the pipe is a function of the trench width.

With rigid culvert placement, the determination of the backfill load is based on the

trench width and a pipe strength is selected to withstand that load. If the actual trench

width exceeds the width assumed in design, the load on the culvert will be greater

than estimated and structural distress may result.

Bedding

A stable and uniform foundation is necessary for the satisfactory performance of any

culvert. Once a stable and uniform foundation is provided, the bedding should be

prepared in accordance with the plans and specifications. The bedding preparation is

critical to both structural performance and service life. An important function of the

bedding is to provide uniform support along the barrel of each pipe section. The bed
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should be placed to uniform grade and line to ensure good vertical alignment and to

avoid excessive stresses at joints. The bed material should be free of rock formations,

protruding stones, frozen lumps, roots, and other foreign matter that may cause

unequal settlement. When a corrugated metal culvert is being placed, the corrugations

should be firmly seated in the foundation material. Transverse or circumferential

cracks in rigid pipe may be caused by poor bedding. Cracks can occur across the

bottom of the pipe (broken belly) when the pipe is only supported at the ends of each

section. This is generally the result of poor installation practices such as not providing

indentions (bell holes) in hard foundation material for the ends of bell and spigot-type

pipe or not providing a sufficient depth of suitable bedding material. Cracks may

occur across the top of pipe (broken back) when settlement occurs and rocks or other

areas of hard foundation material near the midpoint of a pipe section are not

adequately covered with suitable bedding material. The bedding distributes the load

reaction around the lower periphery of the pipe. The required supporting strength of

the pipe is directly related to this load distribution. Pipe set on a flat foundation

without bedding results in high load, concentration at the bottom of the pipe and is

likely to result in shear cracking of the pipe at the five oclock and seven o'clock

locations. Any time a pipe is installed on a flat-bottom foundation, it is essential that

the bedding material be uniformly compacted under the haunches of the culvert.

2.2. Backfilling

The backfill is made up of two areas that may require different material and separate

compaction criteria. The first area extends from the bedding to approximately 300

mm (12 inches) above the culvert. The second area includes the remaining fill. The

load-carrying capacity of an installed culvert depends largely on the initial backfilling

around the culvert. Since proper compaction of backfill material is so important,

material and density criteria is often included in the bedding requirements. For trench

installations, where space is limited, tamping by pneumatic or mechanical impact

tampers is usually the most effective means of compaction. Impact tampers are most

effective for clay soils while granular soils are consolidated best by vibration.
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Backfill material should be placed in layers not exceeding 150 mm (6 inches) deep,

deposited alternately on opposite sides of the culvert.

3. Theodolite Control Stations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define the term construction with respect to civil engineering

 Discuss building construction process and stages of construction of a building

Definition/Overview:

Construction: In the fields of architecture and civil engineering, construction is a process that

consists of the building or assembling of infrastructure. Far from being a single activity, large

scale construction is a feat of multitasking. Normally the job is managed by the project manager

and supervised by the construction manager, design engineer, construction engineer or project

architect.

Key Points:

1. Building Construction

For the successful execution of a project, effective planning is essential. Those involved with

the design and execution of the infrastructure in question must consider the environmental
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impact of the job, the successful scheduling, budgeting, site safety, availability of materials,

logistics, inconvenience to the public caused by construction delays, preparing tender

documents, etc.

Building construction is the process of adding structure to real property. The vast majority of

building construction projects are small renovations, such as addition of a room, or

renovation of a bathroom. Often, the owner of the property acts as laborer, paymaster, and

design team for the entire project. However, all building construction projects include some

elements in common - design, financial, and legal considerations. Many projects of varying

sizes reach undesirable end results, such as structural collapse, cost overruns, and/or

litigation reason, those with experience in the field make detailed plans and maintain careful

oversight during the project to ensure a positive outcome. Building construction is procured

privately or publicly utilizing various delivery methodologies, including hard bid, negotiated

price, traditional, management contracting, construction management-at-risk, design & build

and design-build bridging.

Residential construction practices, technologies, and resources must conform to local

building authority regulations and codes of practice. Materials readily available in the area

generally dictate the construction materials used (e.g. brick versus stone, versus timber). Cost

of construction on a per square metre (or per square foot) basis for houses can vary

dramatically based on site conditions, local regulations, economies of scale (custom designed

homes are always more expensive to build) and the availability of skilled tradespeople. As

residential (as well as all other types of construction) can generate a lot of waste, careful

planning again is needed here. The most popular method of residential construction in the

United States is wood framed construction. As efficiency codes have come into effect in

recent years, new construction technologies and methods have emerged. University

Construction Management departments are on the cutting edge of the newest methods of

construction intended to improve efficiency, performance and reduce construction waste.

Building construction is the process of adding structure to real property. The vast majority of
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building construction projects is small renovations, such as addition of a room, or renovation

of a bathroom. Often, the owner of the property acts as laborer, paymaster, and design team

for the entire project. However, all building construction projects include some elements in

common - design, financial, and legal considerations. Many projects of varying sizes reach

undesirable end results, such as structural collapse, cost overruns, and/or litigation reason;

those with experience in the field make detailed plans and maintain careful oversight during

the project to ensure a positive outcome. Building construction is produced privately or

publicly utilizing various delivery methodologies including hard-bid, negotiated price,

traditional management-at-risk design build and design build bridging

2. Industrial construction

Industrial construction, though a relatively small part of the entire construction industry, is a

very important component. Owners of these projects are usually large, for-profit, industrial

corporations. These corporations can be found in such industries as medicine, petroleum,

chemical, power generation, manufacturing, etc. Processes in these industries require highly

specialized expertise in planning, design, and construction. As in building and

heavy/highway construction, this type of construction requires a team of individuals to

ensure a successful project.

3. Building Layout

4. Vertical Alignment of Walls

5. Plumbing Multi-Story Steel Columns
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Location and Alignment Control Through Free-Stationing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Describe the importance of quantity and final surveys

 Discuss the Equipment and material used in the surveys

Definition/Overview:

Key Points:

1. Equipment and material

Equipment for construction surveys shall be of a quality and condition to provide the

required accuracy. The equipment shall be maintained in good working order and in proper

adjustment at all times. Records of repairs, calibration tests, accuracy checks, and

adjustments shall be maintained and be available for inspection by the engineer. Equipment

shall be checked, tested, and adjusted as necessary in conformance with manufacturer's

recommendations. Material is field notebooks, stakes, templates, platforms, equipment,

spikes, steel pins, tools, and all other items necessary to perform the work specified.

2. Quality of work

All work shall follow recognized professional practice and the standards of the industry

unless otherwise specified in section 9 of this specification. The work shall be performed to
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the accuracy and detail appropriate for the type of job. Notes, sketches, and other data shall

be complete, recorded neatly, legible, reproducible and organized to facilitate ease in review

and allow reproduction of copies for job documentation. Survey equipment that requires little

or no manual recording of field data shall have survey information documented as outlined in

section 9 of this specification. All computations shall be mathematically correct and shall

include information to identify the bid item, date, and who performed, checked, and

approved the computations. Computations shall be legible, complete, and clearly document

the source of all information used including assumptions and measurements collected. If a

computer program is used to perform the computations, the contractor shall provide the

engineer with the software identification, vendor's name, version number, and other pertinent

data before beginning survey activities. Computer generated computations shall show all

input data including values assigned and assumptions made. The elevations of permanent and

temporary bench marks shall be determined and recorded to the nearest 0.01 foot.

Differential leveling and transit traverses shall be of such precision that the error of vertical

closure in feet shall not exceed plus or minus 0.1 times the square root of the traverse

distance in miles. Linear measurements shall be accurate to within 1 foot in 5,000 feet, unless

otherwise specified in section 9 of this specification. The angular error of closure for transit

traverses shall not exceed 1 minute times the square root of the number of angles turned.

The minimum requirements for placing slope stakes shall be at 100-foot stations for tangents,

as little as 25 feet for sharp curves, breaks in the original ground surface and at any other

intermediate stations necessary to ensure accurate location for construction layout and

measurement. Slope stakes and cross sections shall be perpendicular to the centerline.

Significant breaks in grade shall be determined for cross sections. Distances shall be

measured horizontally and recorded to the nearest 0.1 foot. Side shots for interim

construction stakes may be taken with a hand level. Unless otherwise specified in section 9 of

this specification, measurements for stationing and establishing the location of structures

shall be made to the nearest 0.1 foot. Elevations for concrete work, pipes, and mechanical

equipment shall be determined and recorded to the nearest 0.01 foot. Elevations for earth

work shall be determined and recorded to the nearest 0.1 foot.
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3. Primary control

The baselines and bench marks for primary control, necessary to establish lines and grades

needed for construction are shown on the drawings and have been located on the job site.

These baselines and bench marks shall be used as the origin of all surveys, layouts, and

measurements to establish construction lines and grades. The contractor shall take all

necessary precautions to prevent the loss or damage of primary control points. Any stakes or

control points lost or damaged by construction activity will be reestablished by the contractor

or at contractor expense.

4. Construction surveys

Before work starts that requires contractor performed surveys, the contractor shall submit in

writing for the engineer's review: the name, qualifications, and experience of the individuals

to be assigned to the survey tasks.

4.1. Method 1

Contractor performed surveys shall include:

o checking and any supplemental or interim staking

o performing quantity surveys, measurements, and computations for progress

payment

o other surveys as described in section 9 of this specification

4.2. Method 2

Contractor performed surveys shall consist of all work necessary for:

o establishing line and grade for all work

o setting slope stakes for all work

o checking and any supplemental or interim staking
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o establishing final grade stakes

o performing quantity surveys, measurements, and computations for progress

payment

o other surveys as described in section 9 of this specification

4.3. Method 3

Contractor performed surveys shall consist of all work necessary for:

o establishing line and grade for all work

o setting slope stakes for all work

o checking and any supplemental or interim staking

o establishing final grade stakes

o performing quantity surveys, measurements, and computations for progress

payments

o performing original (initial) and final surveys for determinations of final

quantities

o other surveys as described in section 9 of this specification

5. Staking

The construction staking required for the item shall be completed before work on any item

starts. Construction staking shall be completed as follows or as otherwise specified in section

9 of this specification:

5.1. Clearing and grubbing

The boundary of the area(s) to be cleared and grubbed shall be staked or flagged at a

maximum interval of 200 feet, closer if needed, to clearly mark the limits of work.

When contractor staking is the basis for determining the area for final payment, all

boundary stakes will be reviewed by the engineer before start of this work item.
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5.2. Excavation and fill

Slope stakes shall be placed at the intersection of the specified slopes and ground line.

Slope stakes and the reference stakes for slopes shall be marked with the stationing,

required cut or fill, slope ratio, and horizontal distance from the centerline or other

control line. The minimum requirements for placing slope stakes are outlined in

section 3, Quality of work.

5.3. Structures

Centerline and offset reference line stakes for location, alignment, and elevation shall

be placed for all structures.

6. Records

All survey data shall be recorded in fully identified standard hard-bound engineering survey

field notebooks with consecutively numbered pages. All field notes and printed data shall

include the purpose or description of the work, the date the work was performed, weather

data, sketches, and the personnel who performed and checked the work. Electronically

generated survey data and computations shall be bound, page numbered, and cross referenced

in a bound field notebook containing the index for all survey activities. All work shall follow

recognized professional practice. The construction survey records shall be available at all

times during the progress of the work for examination and use by the engineer and when

requested, copies shall be made available. The original field notebooks and other records

shall be provided to and become the property of the owner before final payment and

acceptance of all work. Complete documentation of computations and supporting data for

progress payments shall be submitted to the engineer with each invoice for payment as

specified in section 9 of the specification. When the contractor is required to conduct initial

and final surveys as outlined in section 5, Construction Surveys, notes shall be provided as

soon as possible after completion to the engineer for the purpose of determining final

payment quantities.
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7. Payment

7.1. Method 1

For items of work for which lump sum prices are established in the contract, payment

is made as the work proceeds, after presentation of correct and accurate invoices by

the contractor showing related costs and evidence of the charges of suppliers,

subcontractors, and others for supplies furnished and work performed. Invoices for

the total amount of the contract price will not be accepted until all surveys are

complete and required documentation has been determined complete. If the total of

such payments is less than the lump sum contract price for this item, the unpaid

balance will be included in the final contract payment. Payment of the lump sum

contract price will constitute full compensation for completion of all work under the

bid item.

7.2. Method 2

For items of work for which lump sum prices are established in the contract, payment

is made as the work proceeds with progress payment amounts determined as a

percentage of the total work planned as projected from the contractor's approved

construction schedule. Payment of the lump sum contract price will constitute full

compensation for completion of all work under this bid item. Payment will not be

provided under this item for the purchase price of materials or equipment having a

residual value. Compensation for any item of work described in the contract, but not

listed in the bid schedule will be included in the payment for the item of work to

which it is made subsidiary. Such items and the item to which they are made

subsidiary are identified in section 9 of this specification.

8. End Area Computation

9. End Area Computations: Cut
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10. Sketch of prism for example

11. Volume Computation Examples

12. Irregular Area Computation
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